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W E ’ R E  T A K I N G  A  T R I P ! 

8 essential destinations for design lovers!

T H E  C O L O U R  O F  W A T E R

Depending on the mosaic tile.

“ D R E A M S  F A C T O R Y ” 

A new concept in pool restaurant where dreams come true.

H O M E  “ D O L C E  V I T A ”

A renovation to enjoy a “slow” lifestyle in 45 m2.

/P.32
I N T E R V I E W  R O S A  U R B A N O

“We have a long way to go in professionalising interior design” 

/P.40
W H A T ’ S  N E W ?

The best pools in the UK / Expodeco Perú / Marbella Design / Másters de la Reforma

Casa Decor visits Hisbalit/ First designs Living Coral / #HisbalitInspiration

AT HISBALIT WE’RE GRABBING OUR SUITCASE 
TO ENJOY A GETAWAY TO REAL LIFE PARADISES 

OF DESIGN!  

T i m e  f o r  t a k e - o f f ! 

Enclaves to enjoy the silence, the sound of the sea and recharge your batteries!
A dose of much-needed relaxation to keep our creativity flowing! 

WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN US ON THIS ADVENTURE 
TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND ENJOY

MODEH 8!

In this most refreshing edition of MODEH we will also show you: How can the 
tile colour change the colour of the pool water? We’re having drinks at a pool 
restaurant where “dreams come true”, we’ll check out the Marbella Design Fair 
where Hisbalit is participating for the first time and we’ll interview the renowned 

interior designer Rosa Urbano…
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8 ESSENTIAL DESTINATIONS
FOR DESIGN LOVERS!

W e ’ r e  t a k i n g 
a  t r i p ! 

A room to die for, with views over the sea, a spa to say goodbye to stress, 
an infinity pool where we wish time would stand still. Design is invading 
hotels, exteriors and dining areas. Care to join us on a tour of some of the 

most striking destinations this summer?

At Hisbalit we’re grabbing our suitcase to enjoy a very special trip to 8 
essential destinations! All with one thing in common: our mosaic tiles! All 
of course in different colours, formats, textures and designs… Ready for 

take-off?



“ p u r e  l i f e ” ,  C o s t a  R i c a

We begin our adventure with an emergency landing in the authentic tropical paradise of the Reserva Conchal. This natural enclave is the site 
of the new Hotel W Costa Rica, designed by Mister Important Design in partnership with W Hotels and Ronald Zurcher Architects.
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This hotel has a striking design with an optimistic focus inspired by the local wildlife, native cultural emblems and surf culture. A 
wink to the joyful and carefree lifestyle of the inhabitants represented in colour. Thus, the exterior areas, bar and pool all have striking 
personalised designs in mosaic tile, created using the customisation service from Hisbalit’s Art Factory. Explosive and energetic, 

these designs are inspired by indigenous art and their popular saying “Pure life”.

“ T h e  Pa t h  o f  L i f e ” ,  M e x i c o

Located on the Pacific ocean, in the heart of one of the most spectacular beaches in Mexico, we find another hotel from the W Hotels group, 
the Punta de Mita. This incredible establishment, a  fusion of luxury and nature, is our second stop. 

A project by ASET / AOMA, in partnership with the Oakland-based design company Mister Important Design and Starwood, the Punta 
de Mita pays homage to indigenous culture and the local surfing traditions of the enclave. This is a magical hotel with 5-star décor and a 
spectacular “Path of Life”: A 140 metre “handcrafted” exterior walkway created using Hisbalit’s Art Factory personalisation service. 

Tesserae in green, white, yellow blue and black, with a non-slip and often photoluminescent finish, are used to create an “authentic carpet 
of colour and design”, inspired by traditional Huichol arts and crafts. The walkway leads guests from the lobby of the hotel to the beach. 



T h e  t o p  b e a c h  c l u b  i n  P u n t a  C a n a

Island hopping! Before “hopping the pond” we’ll make a stop in Punta Cana, to visit the most exclusive beach club, heralded by the 
American travel magazine Travel Weekly for its modern, elegant design, the Pearl Beach Club Catalonia Bávaro. Extending over 
1,700 square metres, the crystal clear waters of the infinity pool, surfaced in Hisbalit’s Cares mosaic tiles in beige, transmit a 
sensation of purity and peacefulness. Surrounded by palm trees, with floating sunbeds, this is a paradise of luxury and relaxation.  
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“ T h e  p e r s o n a l i s a t i o n  o f  a  n a t u r a l  e n c l av e ” ,  C u b a

From the Riviera Nayarit we catch a plane to our next destination, this time a resort in Varadero. Some 150 km from La Habana we 
find the Ocean Vista Azul. A vacation paradise surrounded by beautiful beaches, crystal clear water and with an incredible infinity 

pool. The uniqueness of this natural enclave is reflected in the hotel’s interior design. 

In the lobby we find a miniature water-filled pool. The white and grey tones, with Hisbalit’s ICE texture, transmits a feeling of 
freshness, connecting us to the outdoors. The luminous rooms reproduce the magic of marine depths thanks to the use of fresh and vibrant 

materials and complements. 

Some of the most special suites have a strikingly modern and elegant design with unique visual effects thanks to the use of striking gradations 
in mosaic tile on walls and floors. Using the mix configurator, available on our website, designers created an Open Mix gradation in blue 

and black, a soft and harmonious gradation in mosaic tile. 

Suite of the Hotel Ocean Vista Azul in Varadero with a gradation Open Mix in blue tones by Hisbalit.
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“ T h e  m o s t  r e f r e s h i n g  p o o l” ,  C a b o  V e r d e

After a few days relaxing at the beach club it´s time to catch another plane. After a few hours flight over the Atlantic we land in the Isla de 
Sal, in Cabo Verde, for a splash in the pool at the Hotel Riu Funana. Water is the feature attraction at this spectacular 550-room resort. 

“ H i g h - r i s e  s u n s e t ” ,  C a n a r y  I s l a n d s

Our adventure continues in Gran Canarias, in another hotel of the RIU Group with an outstanding, elegant design, with a wink 
to 60’s chic, and its infinity pool! It seems to blend into the sea! 

The swimming area of the Riu Gran Canarias Club has a modern and relaxing ambience, designed to allow guests to enjoy the 
finest sunsets of the island from the water beds, without having to leave the water.

For the pool basin they chose Ebro mosaic tiles and Capri tiles from the Aqualuxe collection for the water beds. Additionally, 
the pool incorporates our revolutionary 3S-Safe Swim Signs.

To ensure safe swimming, depth indicators were incorporated, printed onto the mosaic tile with a Class-3 non-slip finish and 
photoluminescent.  

The complex includes two infinity pools, hydromassage areas and a swim-up bar with a refreshing design that connects perfectly with the 
surrounding vegetation. To make the design even more special the designers combined the Capri model from the Aqualuxe collection, 
with a unique glossy finish, used for the water beds, and the Ebro tile from the Unicolor collection for the basin. This reference in blue 

tone that was incorporated in a non-slip finish for maximum safety. 

Project: Alejandro Sánchez

Project: Alejandro Sánchez
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“A  m i x  t h a t  i s  t h e  c e n t r e  o f  a t t e n t i o n ” ,  M a l l o r c a 

Before returning home, we couldn’t miss out on the crystal clear water and that special magic of the Balearic Islands! We make a 
stop at the Iberostar Alcudia Park, in Mallorca, a modern hotel with incredible views of the bay. 

“ F r o m  M a d r i d  t o  h e av e n ” ,  A l o f t  G r a n  V í a

Our adventure concludes in Madrid, in the recently inaugurated Aloft Gran Vía Hotel, of the Marriott Group. This is an 
establishment with loads of personality designed by the Rockwell Group where the latest technologies take centre stage. 

One of the attractions is the terrace with a swimming pool where guests can enjoy the spectacular views of the capital.  

A surprising wave of colour created using Hisbalit’s Art Factory personalisation service acts as a guide from the terrace into the 
pool. An explosion of colour! All created using blue, red, orange, green and yellow tesserae on a white background, surfaced with 

Hisbalit mosaic tiles. 

One of the great secrets is that its terrace includes two striking red coloured Jacuzzis and pools that are the centre of attention. 
A bold proposition surfaced with a personalised Open Mix.

The designers selected Hisbalit’s Unicolor 172 and 176, in red and the mosaic Luxe 511, with a very special iridescent finish that 
changes colour depending on the light. The result is a vibrant and captivating sight! 



T h e
C o l o u r

o f
wa t e r

One of the most common doubts when designing a pool is to imagine the colour of the water after deciding on the pool tiling… 
Transparent, sky blue, green, turquoise? What colour of mosaic tiles should I choose to achieve each effect?

Water is a clear colourless liquid, but why is pool tiling usually blue? The explanation is the “Rayleigh Scattering” effect. Water more easily 
absorbs longer wavelengths (red, yellow and orange colours) than shorter wavelengths (blue tones). Therefore, the wavelengths that are not 

absorbed are reflected and are captured by our eyes. That’s why the water always appears blue.
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HOW WILL THE MOSAIC TILES
AFFECT THE COLOUR OF THE POOL WATER?

Casa IF Foult  | Project and photos : Jane & Font
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D e p t h ,  l i g h t ,
e n v i r o n m e n t

This effect increases with the amount of water. The colour of deeper pools is a darker shade of blue. On the contrary, when 
the water is no deeper than 50 cm, the effect is diminished, and the water appears transparent.

In addition to the depth, the light and surroundings also directly affect the colour of the water. If the pool receives a lot of 
sunlight, the colour will be lighter, Pools in the shade will appear darker. 

Consider also the amount of light indoor and outdoor pools 
receive, and their surroundings as this will directly affect 
the colour of the water. For example, for pools surrounded by 
vegetation the water will take on a green tone.

Thus, the Rayleigh Scattering effect, depth, light and 
surroundings are the key factors determining the water colour 
but what about the tiling? The choice of colour of mosaic tiles 
is very important in order to alter the different shades of blue 
of the water, which can produce surprising effects: Ready to 
discover them?

M O S A I C  E F F E C T S  I N  T H E
C O L O U R  O F  T H E  P O O L  WA T E R

White mosaic tile in the pool gives a sensation of purity, relaxation and harmony. The perfect choice for pools looking for a 
relaxing effect with sky blue pool water. This is a very inviting colour and for this reason is one of the most commonly used 

colours in hotels and spas. The only problem? Maintenance. The pool must always be spotlessly clean!

What Hisbalit references can I use to achieve this effect?  Unicolor Pas o  Aqualuxe Ibiza .

WHITE MOSAIC TILE…SKY BLUE POOL WATER!

Other references to achieve this effect:

NIEBLA: 367.
URBAN CHIC: 504, 718, 719 Y 738.

STONE: 568.
DOPPEL 568

TEXTURAS: ICE, STAR, ME, SOL

Pool with Aqualuxe Ibiza mosaic tile

Project and photos: Arquitecto Palamós Project and photos: Apex Pools and Spas
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TURQUOISE WATER WITH BEIGE MOSAIC TILES

The secret to designing a pool as part of a tropical paradise? Choose beige mosaic tiling. This will give the water a 
turquoise colour. Inviting! For a darker shade of green choose sand or darker beige coloured tiles.

References Kara, Cares, Mallorca and Rodas by Hisbalit are most used to achieve this effect.

Other references to achieve this effect:

UNICOLOR: 173, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 336.
NIEBLA: 173, 368, 370 Y 372.
URBAN CHIC: 512 Y 702.
LUXE: 513.
STONE:  567 Y 572.
TERRA: CALIZA.

Blue is the most traditionally used mosaic tile for pools, giving the water a refreshing and inviting colour. The final effect 
depends on the type of blue chosen: from lighter blues, such as Hisbalit references Aral, Córcega or Sicilia, to more intense 
shades like Jónico, Malta or Asón tiles.

Other references to achieve this effect are: Yera, Ebro, Saja, Miera, Deva and Nansa from the Unicolor Pool Collection or 
Mar, Caribe, Egeo and Tracia from the Niebla Pool collection. You can also choose the Barcelona and Libra models from 
the Deco collection or Capri from Aqualuxe collection.

Other references to achieve this effect:

UNICOLOR: 240, 311, 314, 315, 316, 318, 319, 320 Y 335.
NIEBLA: 140, 362, 363, 364 Y 365.

URBAN CHIC: 505 Y 714.
CHROMA: AZUL.

LUXE: 507.
               DOPPEL 573.

Pool with Aqualuxe Rodas mosaic tiles by Hisbalit Pool with Aqualuxe Sicilia  

BLUE MOSAIC TILES FOR REFRESHING POOLS
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COLOUR OF THE SEA WITH GREY MOSAIC TILES

The most striking effect! You probably think it is impossible 
to have a pool the colour of the sea. We have the solution! 
Try Hisbalit’s grey mosaic tiles. This has become one of 
the most fashionable choices, both in glossy finish (Urban 
chic) and in matte (Stone). The combination of grey and 
water give a beautifully harmonious shade of blue, perfectly 
integrated into the environment!

Hisbalit has many grey coloured mosaic tiles to choose 
from that are perfect to achieve this effect:

UNICOLOR (106, 108, 260, 305, 306, 317, 325 Y 334)
AQUALUXE (ZANTE Y ELBA)
NIEBLA 366
URBAN CHIC (705, 706, 707, 717 Y 720)
LUXE 503
TERRA CUARZO
STONE (560, 564 Y 570)
DOPPEL 564, 570 Y 569
TEXTURAS: SUITE, NEO, LOVE, YOU Y AMBIENT

MIRROR EFFECT WITH BLACK MOSAIC TILES

If you are thinking about a unique and sophisticated pool 
design in an attractive setting, think about using black 
or dark grey mosaic tiles, such as Hisbalit’s references: 
Milo (Aqualuxe), Unicolor 101,  Niebla 101 , Doppel 
564, Textures Luna, o Urban Chic (720,722, 500 y 
723)! Give your pool a chic, modern appearance with a 
striking mirror effect on the water. Black mosaic tiles 
reflect the pool surroundings, giving a unique and dazzling 
appearance.

Using green tones in pool tiling, such as Hisbalit’s references:
Cubas, Adriático, Mármara, Tirreno, Mikonos o Ítaca 
give the incredible effect of a natural pool!

A relaxing tone of blue water, which takes on more of a 
green colour if the pool is surrounded by vegetation.

Other green mosaic tiles by Hisbalit to achieve this effect 
are:

UNICOLOR: 127, 220,221, 222, Y 313
NIEBLA: 118, 130, 360 Y 369
LUXE: 527 Y 528

Looking for clear transparent water in an exciting designer 
pool? Use red mosaic tiles! Hisbalit mosaic tile references 
Unicolor 172 and 176, Niebla 174, Chroma Rojo or Luxe 
511 are the perfect options to make a striking impact are 
create a warm and inviting atmosphere.

Pool with Stone 564 mosaic tiles  

Pool with Milo mosaic tiles by Hisbalit 

Pool with ítaca mosaic tiles 

Pool with Open Mix Mixture (Unicolor 172, 176 and Luxe 511)
Photos: Iberostar Alcudia 

TRANSPARENT WATER WITH RED MOSAIC TILES

NATURAL POOL SENSATION WITH GREEN MOSAIC TILES
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A NEW CONCEPT OF POOL RESTAURANT
WHERE DREAMS COME TRUE

D R E A M S
FA C T O R Y

Freshness and a lot of colour! Welcome to a Dreams Factory! The new “pool restaurant” 
of the recently inaugurated Hotel Fantasía Bahía Principe of the Piñero Group in San 

Miguel, Tenerife. 

Designed by Estudi{H}ac, it represent a factory were dreams can come true. A magical 
space of some 600 square metres in which happiness and joy are palpable in the 

atmosphere. 

P.23
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The layout of this pool restaurant, far from traditional, is focussed on a central island. 
Here there is a funky sculpture of a magical “sombrero” loaded with positive energy! And 

there are surprises inside! Colourful stars and arrows leading on a fantasy pathway!

This is framed by four columns in white and red, an enticing design
recalling traditional candy canes but XXL size!

The central island is in the interior of the restaurant which includes the buffet area. A 
refreshing atmosphere in which clients can enjoy a veritable “feast of the senses” with 
food and fun as the main attractions. 
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A n  e x p l o s i v e
t e r r a c e !

The interior dining room opens onto a spectacular designer terrace that maintains 
the chromatic continuity of the restaurant. As a detail, it includes a mobile enclosure. 
A system of custom doorways reproduce the native vegetation of the island by means 
of a graphic image using  a metallic latticework. 

The personalisation is not only at the door. In the exterior area the terrace is 
mesmerising! 

The most outstanding feature of the terrace is its spectacular floor design created 
with Hisbalit mosaic tiles. Estudi{H}ac relied on Hisbalit’s  Art Factory 
customisation service to create a “custom design” with hexagonal tesserae. 

The magical mosaic tile floor begins in green (Unicolor 127) in the outdoor bar area, fusing into an attractive multicolour 
geometric motif with a zigzag design projecting a chromatic explosion of fun and enjoyment in the restaurant.

To create this effect, in addition to Unicolor 127 (green), the designers chose Unicolor 103 (white), Unicolor 306 (grey), 
Unicolor 101 (black), Unicolor 302 (yellow) and Unicolor 176 (red), all with a B3 non-slip surface. An energising and 
refreshing combination! 

PHOTOS: ADRIÁN MORA MORATO
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A RENOVATION TO ENJOY A
“SLOW”  LIFESTYLE IN 45 M2

H O M E

“ D o l c e  V i t a”

Natural and recycled materials, a strategic combination of colour and light… This home, 
renovated by Aedificare, is ideal to enjoy a true life DOLCE VITA. A relaxed lifestyle. 
Goodbye stress! You’ll feel your energy recharging when you get home.

The interior design studio Aedificare decided on a “slow deco” style for their renovation 
of this 45 m2 attic, located in the heart of Santander. Originally a dark attic with 
little natural light, it is now a luminous dwelling full of comfort. The first step in the 
transformation was to take out the walls and ceilings to create a single, diaphanous 
space allowing an unobstructed flow of light. 

To achieve greater visual amplitude, white was used as the principal colour on the pitched 
ceiling and beams, with a designer wall of glass to separate the attic into two zones: day 
(kitchen, living-dining room and balcony) and night (bedroom and bathroom).

The living-dining room is the principal room of the home and serves as a transit zone between the kitchen 
(open) and the bedroom and the balcony, a  strategic spot to receive light. One of the key features of this 
space is the restoration of the old beams, now painted white. The same colour was used for the floors, walls 
and the table and chairs of the dining area. The touch of colour is added by the cushions on the sofa and 
the picture. A wicker chair was also added to achieve a special harmonious balance. 

The balcony, previously neglected, becomes the 
most relaxing space in the home. Simplicity and 
functionality. White tones, bamboo blinds  and a 
plant to reconnect with nature.  
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Aedificare wanted the chromatic pattern to continue into the 
kitchen as well as the entrance. They wanted the first impression 
of the home to be positive and decided on bold furnishings 
in turquoise blue combined with a pink tile on the wall. An 
attractive palette to which a touch of green is added thanks to 
the figure of a cactus. 

A KITCHEN TO 
RAISE YOUR SPIRITS!

For the night zone, the décor is serene with neutral tones and natural 
textures. The centrepiece of the bedroom is the headboard, of wood and 
cork, and the wicker chair. Décor that is simple and harmonious. 

A bucolic touch is added to the bedroom by lace curtains that 
separate the sleeping area from the dresser and bathroom, adding a 
feminine, romantic feel to the space. 

The big chromatic surprise of the night zone is found in the bathroom where the walls are entirely covered in pink 
hued glass mosaic tiles by Hisbalit. This is a high quality product created with recycled glass and natural pigments 
which adds an eco-friendly touch to the décor. 

SPECIAL SURFACING FOR A 
 BATHROOM WITH CHARACTER

Aedificare selected tiles from the Hisbalit’s CRISTAL collection. This was an older 
series, available from our outlet, that we have now recovered, ideal for filling any space 
with personality. In this bathroom, Aedificare has created a striking visual impact by 
combining pink with a vibrant tone of red, used for the sink unit and the circular mirror… 
An energetic chromatic duo! 

PHOTOS: AEDIFICARE
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Head of the design studio “Urbano by U” since 2015, the firm has executed numerous residential, retail and office 
space projects. Each project combines thought, aesthetics and functionality along with a personal, innovative touch. 

The hallmark of her work is the passion she brings to each project and her versatility. She like both simple projects 
and complex projects, those that are more extravagant those that are less.  

As a reference in the sector and Director of the Diploma and Master courses of the UCM-Revista Nuevo Estilo 
-Mindway, Urbano advocates the professionalisation of interior design to prevent unfair competition and 

amateurism.

ROSA
URBANO

“ W e  h av e  a  l o n g  way  t o  g o  i n 
p r o f e s s i o n a l i s i n g  i n t e r i o r  d e s i g n ” 
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Art is one of the foundations of the interior designer. We have to know about art and stay 
current. I consider it a plus that adds value to our work. 

ART IS ONE OF YOUR GREAT PASSIONS. HOW HAS THIS 
INFLUENCED YOUR CAREER AS A DESIGNER? 

I approach each project first as a volume and as a layout, always with a prior concept of 
what the space will be. It is not so much a blank canvas as letting the needs form “a whole” 
with the concept and the vision. These elements fuse together and the project appears. 

DO YOU APPROACH EACH PROJECT
AS A BLANK CANVAS WHERE YOU CAN IMAGINE,
COMBINE AND CREATE? 

All projects in my career have made their mark. No project is better or worse than another, 
not for the size, the project or the budget. However, I do remember the offices at Paramount 
España were a challenge at a moment when I had never considered doing such ambitious 
projects. 

AND THE PROJECT THAT MARKED A BEFORE AND AFTER? 

I began with a small project in a home in Arturo Soria. It was to give it a new distribution, 
furnishings and lighting. It was a good project to start and a good client. I subsequently did 
several houses for them.  

YOU HAVE BEEN A PROFESSIONAL INTERIOR DESIGNER 
FOR 20 YEARS. WHAT WAS THE PROJECT THAT
STARTED IT ALL?  

Floor designed by Rosa with the Radial model from Hisbalit’s Art Factory collection
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It has changed a lot: two decades ago people hardly knew what an interior designer was. Now, however, 
you don’t have to explain when you mention your profession. But, I think we have a long way to go in 
truly professionalising interior design, considering the importance of the industry in terms of new homes 
or renovations. 

It’s true that clients call studios commissioning us to take charge of everything but it is also the case that 
there is a lot of “amateurism”. For example, people with taste who dedicate themselves to this, decorators 
who have no experience but have a certain style, or people who merely copy what they see in social 
media. We must professionalise interior design, establishing the basis for quality work, fees, etc.

HOW HAS INTERIOR DESIGN CHANGED OVER THESE TWO DECADES? 

The source of my inspiration is the client, the life I see and feel around me and the passion I put into each 
project. All that together with my experience, travels or curiosity. 

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MAIN SOURCE OF INSPIRATION?  

We are open, flexible, passionate about our work, planning each project down to the last 
detail. We like simple projects and complex projects, those that are more extravagant those 
that are less. This versatility allows us to know different needs and different clients. We do 
very different projects that bring a great deal of know-how to the studio. 

WHAT WORDS DEFINE THE PHILOSOPHY OF URBANO BY U?

I am not attracted so much to trends, which of course I take into account, as to the formalism 
of the project. That is, the needs, the psychology of the client and what they need.  

WHAT IS THE MOST ATTRACTIVE TREND AT THE MOMENT? 

As colours: black and white, as the basis for everything. Blue has been in all my projects this 
year and the last. For my 2020 projects I will incorporate a big change. 

I try to leave the mark of my work in all my projects: something different, something artistic, 
something intangible but that adds value. 

WHAT ELEMENTS REPEAT IN YOUR PROJECTS? 

Blue Bar Palace, the summer terrace of the Hotel 
Westin Palace Madrid, created by Rosa Urbano 
with an original floor from Hisbalit’s Art Factory 
that glows in the dark. DecorAcción 2018.
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A hotel in Asia.

WHAT WOULD BE YOUR GREATEST
PROFESSIONAL CHALLENGE? 

I have two: night blue with black and white or green with yellow and black. 

A PERFECT CHROMATIC COMBINATION? 

Since 2013 and as Director of the Diploma and Master of the UCM-REVISTA NUEVO 
ESTILO- MINDWAY, I discovered a facet of myself I didn’t know existed. Hundreds and 
hundreds of students have passed through the Diplomas and Masters in Interior Design. They 
all know me and know my advice is always that “the interior designer must have a very open 
attitude, since they have to know how to interact and deal with clients”. I also try to transmit 
to the next generation the need to professionalise interior design. From the first day we must 
transmit that our VALUE is not in the building work but the creativity we give in the PROJECT, 
the familiarity with all of the materials, knowing the costs, etc. 

IN ADDITION TO RUNNING YOUR OWN STUDIO, TEACHING 
HAS ALSO BEEN A BIG PART OF YOUR CAREER. YOU ARE 
CURRENTLY COORDINATING TWO COURSES SPECIALISED 
IN INTERIOR DESIGN AT THE COMPLUTENSE UNIVERSITY 
IN MADRID. WHAT ADVICE DO YOU GIVE TO THE NEW 
GENERATIONS WHO WANT TO PURSUE A CAREER IN 
INTERIOR DESIGN? 

Wood, marble and glass. 

THREE MATERIALS YOU COULDN’T LIVE WITHOUT? 

In the summer of 2019 blue will continue to be a must, but green in almost all its tones is 
also a strong contender. 

LAST SUMMER THE COLOUR BLUE WAS YOUR SOURCE OF 
INSPIRATION TO EVOKE TRANQUILLITY AND TRANSPORT 
THE VISITOR TO A PARADISE ON THE TERRACE OF THE 
HOTEL WESTIN PALACE MADRID.  WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE 
INDISPENSABLE COLOURS OF SUMMER 2019? 

I was inspired by a pool and the sea that Madrid lacks. Hisbalit helped me, advised me, 
we did some tests and they were more than equal to the challenge of the project and we 
managed to achieve what we wanted! 

THE TERRACE OF THE BLUE BAR PALACE WAS SURFACED 
WITH A PERSONALISED DESIGN FROM HISBALIT. IT 
SEEMS A TRUE WORK OF ART WITH ARCHES DRAWN IN 
MOSAIC TILE, SOME GLOWING IN THE DARK. DID OUR 
PERSONALISATION SERVICE HELP YOU TO MAKE THE 
ORIGINAL IDEA A REALITY? 

This was the Mindway project. I installed it in a giant curve and the result was explosive. 
I like this material because of its simplicity (inspired in the Bauhaus), joints, and while 
understated it is a great product that offers lots of versatility, both in itself and in its 
installation. 

I was fascinated from first sight. I chose the white model with the grey joint… Marvellous! 

IN ONE OF YOUR LATEST PROJECTS YOU CHOSE OUR NEW 
DOPPEL COLLECTION, INSPIRED BY THE CENTENARY OF 
THE BAUHAUS. WHY RECTANGULAR TILES? WHAT WAS 
THE PROJECT AND WHAT WAS THE STYLE? 

I want to say that all the pieces are marvellous but I suppose I would take the original 
ones, the most simple, the ones that allow you to play with both the colour and the sizes. 
I would choose UNICOLOR, and of course DOPPEL that is practically made for the 
philosophy of URBANO by U.

IF YOU HAD TO CHOOSE ONE OF OUR COLLECTIONS 
WHAT WOULD IT BE? 

Restaurant of the Mindway with a curved wall surfaced in DOPPEL mosaic tile
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BOTH ARE DISTRIBUTED BY THE MOSAIC COMPANY

T h e  m o s t  s p e c t a c u l a r  p o o l s  i n  B r i t a i n
a r e  s u r fa c e d  i n  H i s b a l i t  m o s a i c  t i l e s 

This is the “most spectacular indoor pool in Britain”, which won the “gold” at the prestigious British Spata Awards. The awards 
recognise the best achievements in the design construction installation and innovation in wellness spas in the United Kingdom. 

The 2019 edition of this elite competition went to this private pool thanks to its outstanding quality, style and opulence. 

Falcon Pools designed a rectangular pool surfaced in Niebla 140, with a small spa integrated into a corner. The perfect design and 
proportions result in a uniquely elegant pool!

The best outdoor pool in Britain is also the work of Falcon Pools. Winner of the prestigious UK Pool & Spa Awards in 2018, this pool 
is an outstanding combination of symmetry and a striking colour of the water which simulates the sea. This affect is achieved by using 

an original combination of grey and blue mosaic tiles. 

With Hisbalit’s mix configurator various references were brought together from the Niebla collection in blue and grey tones for a 
unique tropical effect.

THE SECRET TO THE BEST OUTDOOR POOL 

NIEBLA 140 A

PERSONALISED MIX

Hisbalit participated in the VII International Design and 
Architecture Salon, Expodeco Perú 2019, thanks to a 
collaboration with Eliz Cueva from Home Avenue Designer. 
The interior designer created an inspirational space that took 
the awards in the “Best Décor” and “Most Photographed” 
categories.

“LES EMOTIONS D’ ELIZ” BY HOME AVENUE DESIGNER, WITH A  FLOOR BY 
HISBALIT, WINS THE “BEST DÉCOR” AND “MOST PHOTOGRAPHED” CATEGORIES

E X P O D E C O  P E R Ú

The evocative colour, with a “retro” air is the key element of the design. The designer created an attractive palette dominated by pinks and 
celestial colours for the furnishings and walls with a strong black and white combination on the floor.  

Eliz also made delicate use of light, drawing arches emerging from the walls. An asymmetric interplay that gives a feeling of depth to the 
space.   

For the floor, there is a mosaic tile design inspired by the attractive curves of the Guggenheim Museum in New York. The design, created 
using our Art Factory personalisation service, is a true work of art. 

We love challenges! And it has been exciting to reinterpret in mosaic tiles such a creative concept where lines and curves are joined in 
harmony. The floor creates a playful scene and combines decorative elements with a glam spirit. A striking combination!

ART + CURVES

The stand formed part of an exhibition of thematic salons; 
exclusive spaces created by renowned professionals offering 
their vision of architecture and design and the latest trends in 
the sector. 

Thus, the interior designer created “Les emotions D’Eliz”, a salon bursting with emotion creating an imaginary world filled with 
colour and light evoking the sensibility and sophistication of the 1960’s and 1970’s. Every corner suggests a new world to live in if we 

can allow our imagination and creativity free reign. 
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WITH THE IN OUT STUDIO AND SANDRA AMATE

M a r b e l l a  D e s i g n  FA I R 
HISBALIT PARTICIPATES FOR THE FIRST TIME IN  

Hisbalit is participating for the first time in the interior design and 
décor exhibition “Marbella Design Fair” to be held at the Palacio 
de Ferias, Congresos y Exposiciones of the city from July 4th to 15th. 
Over 40 renowned professionals from over 160 firms will participate 
in the event, making Marbella into the design and luxury brand 
capital of the summer. 

Nayra Iglesias from In Out Studio wanted Hisbalit mosaic tiles to be one of the protagonists of his suite “Violet Bliss”. The result is an unusual 
bedroom reflecting contrary meanings through the colour violet which, like no other combines contrasting qualities such as masculine and 

feminine (blue and red), spirituality and sensuality.  

This vibrant 30 m2 space is divided into two zones: the bedroom and the bathroom with a striking floor in mosaic tiles in gradation, created 
with Hisbalit’s mix configurator. It is a fusion of the references Unicolor 309 (violet), Unicolor 251 (purple), Urban Chic 704 (silver) and 
Urban Chic 504 (white). The sink unit was surfaced with another mix of our mosaics and the wall incorporates an Art Factory design using 

these same references. 

 “VIOLET BLISS” | IN OUT STUDIO “ESPACIO 3 E”

Sandra Amate created a sophisticated suite that includes an elegant bar. For this project she chose 3 types of surfacing to highlight a 
personalised design created using Hisbalit’s Art Factory personalisation service with green (Unicolor 220), copper (Urban Chic 501) and 

black (101 interlocked). A geometric design which simulates a carpet and that is also used to cover the counter of the bar.   

“TIMELESS” | SANDRA AMATE “ESPACIO 3 C”

The interior designers will display the latest trends of the sector 
through spaces filled with life and colour with a choice of exclusive 
materials such as personalised combinations in Hisbalit mosaic 
tiles or designs created using our Art Factory personalisation 
service. Customised projects that set the trend in two spaces of this 
second edition of the fair. In Out Studio and Sandra Amate looked 
to Hisbalit for surfaces, bringing colour and personality to their 
creative concept.

M A S T E R S  D E  L A  R E F O R M A

Every week, the contestants must demonstrate their skill and creativity to overcome three challenges related to renovations, interior design 
and DIY: one of skill, one as a team, and finally, expulsion. One couple is expelled in each episode. 

HISBALIT’S EXTERIORS CHALLENGE

One of the challenges facing the contestants was to install mosaic tile Urban Chic 711 on 
walls and on a bar surface. With the advice of professionals the contestants try to install our 

tesserae on the wall. A challenge fit only for professionals! Want to see the results? 

See the exteriors challenge where the contestants install Hisbalit mosaic tiles. 

HISBALIT IN

The program, hosted by Manel Fuentes and produced by Shine 
Iberia, has a formidable jury, including the renowned architect of 
interiors Tomás Alía, the architect and project manager Carolina 
Castedo and the prestigious interior designer Pepe Leal, with whom 
we have worked on several projects. 

Last May a new program debuted on Antena 3 Televisión: “Masters 
de la reforma”, the biggest design and décor talent show in Spain. 
And we had the honour to participate! Hisbalit mosaic tiles are the 
protagonist of the exteriors challenge! 
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C A S A  D E C O R
V I S I T s  H I S B A L I T

Another aspect of note for the designers was the craftsmanship of the 
manufacturing process. Witnessing the manual labour of the process helped 
them to have a different vision of Hisbalit. They also discovered the secrets of 
Hisbalit’s Art Factory personalisation service. They participated in a creative 
action in which they themselves installed the tesserae created a customised 
design with their initials.  

The day also included a visit to the Centro Botín, by Renzo Piano, where they 
could see the product applied in bathrooms and dressing rooms (Urban Chic 
collection). We also took a boat tour and enjoyed some fun times together.

They were thrilled to see the production process and with the 
ecological and sustainability aspects of the product. Seeing 
Hisbalit from inside helped them to understand the versatility 
offered by mosaic tiles. 

“We are used to seeing mosaic tiles from the creative point of 
view of an interior designer but to know the raw material 
and the manufacturing process has helped us to understand 
the range of possibilities Hisbalit has to offer a professional to 
make any project a reality”, observed Alicia García, director 
of Casa Décor.

CREATION ACTION WITH ART FACTORY 

Thank you for inspiring us with your creativity and enjoy a 
memorable day at Hisbalit! Special thanks to Casa Décor for 
making the day possible. For us it was the perfect ending to our 10th 
anniversary of our participation in the most important design and 
lifestyle exhibition in Spain.  

THE MOST MEMORABLE MOMENTS OF AN UNFORGETTABLE DAY!  #CasaDecorVisitaHisbalit 

On June 18th, Hisbalit, in partnership with Casa Décor, organised an 
unforgettable work project. Renowned architects and interior designers 
visited our facilities for an opportunity to learn every step of the production 
process, from the raw materials to the finished product. They also discovered 
the infinite possibilities offered by our mosaic tiles and the personalisation 
service.

The visitors included thirteen professionals who participated in Casa Decor 
2019: Fabián Ñiguez, José Lara Interiorismo, Almudena Vello, Clara 
Rodríguez-Spireti, Adriana Somoza, Manuel Espejo, Virginia Albuja, 
Sherina Hidalgo, Juan Carlos Remedio, Blanca Hevia, Lorena del 
Pozo, Gabriel Bautista and Marisa Gutiérrez. As well as Alicia García 
Cabrero, Director of Casa Décor and Macarena Velilla and Covadonga 
Pendones.
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“ L i v i n g  C o r a l”  l i m i t e d  e d i t i o n
FIRST DESIGNS 

One of the hallmarks of Hisbalit is our dedication to colour, 
giving free reign to creativity! In the last edition of MODEH we 
launched our exclusive “Living Exclusivity”, our first limited 
edition in all our 55-year history. An exclusive product not 
available in our sample catalogues. 

This special edition is a jewel only within reach of the most 
searching, creative minds, lovers of colour like you. This reference 
to optimism and creativity has already been used in some striking 
projects, adding a special energy to walls and floors. We have 
also created the first personalised designs with the model of the 
year. Ready to inundate your projects with the reference that 
raises your spirts and invites you to live in a true to life paradise? 

This was one of our first Art Factory designs with Living Coral. Images from our factory and after installation.

WE CAN’T WAIT TO SEE THE COMPLETED PROJECT! 

M o o d b o a r d  # H i s b a l i t I n s p i r a t i o n 
We love moodboards! The inspiring images combining colours 
materials and textures have revolutionised the social networks 
for décor and design, becoming a perfect tool to understand every 
project. 

And so we are launching the hashtag #HisbalitInspiration. We want to share moodboards with Hisbalit’s most striking mosaic tiles on 
social media!  

We invite you to use this hashtag when posting inspirational photographs before carrying out any project with our product. Or if you 
have an idea from a moodboard with our mosaic tiles just ask us for the references! We want to inspire our online community with your 
extraordinary and unlimited creativity! 

Photography: @ nuria_alia/ | Inspiration of Nuria Alía for a pool created with our personalisation service.

Photography: @meazza_lorenzo | Inspiration of Lorenzo Meazza to create the new office space “Los Javis” with Hisbalit mosaic tiles  

We discover the concept behind the colour choices, the phrases 
or words that describe them… We are fascinated on how ideas 
are organised allowing creativity free reign to transform a blank 
canvas into a captivating proposal! 




